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Everything under control: Bosch Engineering presents smart 
surround sensors at FIRA 
More safety and precision for field robots and autonomous 
tractors thanks to radar and ultrasonic sensors 
 

 New as of 2024: radar off-highway premium  

 ROS2 based Radar Sensor Toolbox for simplified application of radar data 

 Flexible and precise surround sensors for assistance systems and automation of 

agricultural machinery 

 

 

Abstatt, Holzkirchen (Germany) – Automation is playing a significant part in making 

agriculture faster, more efficient, and also more sustainable. This is especially true for 

assistance functions for agricultural machinery and equipment – right up to autonomous 

field robots. The high-performance surround sensor systems from Bosch Engineering 

provide an important building block for machine automation. At FIRA, the company will 

present its new ultrasonic system as well as the completely redeveloped high-imaging 

radar featuring ultrahigh resolution for detecting objects that are very close to one 

another even more precisely. "Our high-performance surround sensors help us make 

mobile agricultural machinery safer and enable work to be done very precisely in fields 

that are often difficult to navigate. By combining software and sensors, we also generate 

assistance functions that are more sophisticated,” explains Philipp Kurek, who is 

responsible for the off-highway area at Bosch Engineering. 

 

Radar off-highway premium – for ultraprecise surroundings perception  

Radar technology is extremely insensitive to weather and environmental influences such 

as rain, fog, or dust. Compared to other sensor concepts such as LiDAR, radar technology 

therefore offers a high level of functional reliability at comparatively low overall costs. In 

the summer of 2024, Bosch Engineering will launch the newly developed off-highway 

premium radar system (imaging radar). Based on the latest automotive technology, the 

system offers a point cloud with a ten times higher resolution compared to previous 

system generations, meaning that objects in the detection area  

(x, y, and z coordinates) which are very close to one another can be distinguished even 

more reliably. For example, this enables very precise height measurement for precise 
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readjustment of the device’s working height from the ground during travel over uneven 

terrain. 

Bosch Engineering is currently developing what is known as radar sensor toolbox to 

simplify automation functions based on 4D radar technology. The toolbox is based on 

ROS2 and specifically filters out information from the huge amount of sensor data only 

when it is relevant for the respective automation function. This includes, among other 

things, measuring the height of an implement and determining the machine’s track 

center for applications in an orchard or a vineyard. 

 

Ultrasound – powerful sensors for more safety up close 

For greater safety in the automation of agricultural machinery, it is becoming increasingly 

important to use high-performance surround sensors for safety-relevant functions. The 

ultrasonic systems for agricultural applications from Bosch Engineering cover a wide 

detection range (up to 360° panoramic view) with up to twelve ultrasonic sensors. 

Depending on the configuration, the sensors simply measure the distance or also offer 

object localization. For this purpose, an algorithm determines the position of the object 

within the detection area by using triangulation.  

The safety certification according to ISO 25119 enables the ultrasonic system to be easily 

integrated into the sensor cluster of a surround sensing system which has to meet 

functional safety requirements. For example, this includes move-off control or 

emergency braking functions for slow-moving machines.  
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Bosch Engineering GmbH is a wholly owned subsidiary of Robert Bosch GmbH and is head-quartered in 
Abstatt, Germany. As a systems development partner to the automotive industry since 1999, the 
company with its more than 3,300 associates offers development services for powertrains, safety and 
convenience systems, and electrical and electronic systems – from the original concept to series 
production. Specialized in electronics and software, it draws on Bosch’s proven large-scale series 
production technology to develop tailored solutions for a wide variety of applications in passenger cars, 
commercial vehicles, off-highway and recreational vehicles, and in rail applications, ships, and industry. 
Bosch Engineering GmbH also coordinates all the Bosch Group’s motorsports activities.  
Additional information can be accessed at www.bosch-engineering.com. 

 
Mobility is the largest Bosch Group business sector. It generated sales of 52.6 billion euros in 2022, and 
thus contributed almost 60 percent of total sales. This makes the Bosch Group one of the leading 
automotive suppliers. The Mobility business sector pursues a vision of mobility that is safe, sustainable, 
and exciting. For its customers, the outcome is integrated mobility solutions. The business sector’s 
main areas of activity are injection technology and powertrain peripherals for internal-combustion 
engines, diverse solutions for powertrain electrification, vehicle safety systems, driver-assistance and 
automated functions, technology for user-friendly infotainment as well as vehicle-to-vehicle and 
vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, repair-shop concepts, and technology and services for the 
automotive aftermarket. Bosch is synonymous with important automotive innovations, such as 
electronic engine management, the ESP anti-skid system, and common-rail diesel technology. 
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The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It employs roughly 421,000 
associates worldwide (as of December 31, 2022). The company generated sales of 88.2 billion euros in 
2022. Its operations are divided into four business sectors: Mobility, Industrial Technology, Consumer 
Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. As a leading IoT provider, Bosch offers innovative 
solutions for smart homes, Industry 4.0, and connected mobility. Bosch is pursuing a vision of mobility 
that is sustainable, safe, and exciting. It uses  
its expertise in sensor technology, software, and services, as well as its own IoT cloud, to offer its 
customers connected, cross-domain solutions from a single source. The Bosch Group’s strategic 
objective is to facilitate connected living with products and solutions that either contain artificial 
intelligence (AI) or have been developed or manufactured with its help.  
Bosch improves quality of life worldwide with products and services that are innovative and spark 
enthusiasm. In short, Bosch creates technology that is “Invented for life.” The Bosch Group comprises 
Robert Bosch GmbH and its roughly 470 subsidiary and regional companies in over 60 countries. 
Including sales and service partners, Bosch’s global manufacturing, engineering, and sales network 
covers nearly every country in the world. The basis for the company’s future growth is its innovative 
strength. At 136 locations across the globe, Bosch employs some 85,500 associates in research and 
development, of which nearly 44,000 are software engineers. 
 
Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com, www.iot.bosch.com, www.bosch-
press.com, www.twitter.com/BoschPress  
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